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9. The consumer welfare implications associated with the use of algorithmic
decision tools, artificial intelligence, and predictive analytics;
Antitrust
For Consumers Union’s1 comments on antitrust and competition issues pertaining to this topic
please see: Comments of Consumers Union—Antitrust and Competition Issues.
Consumer Protection
Algorithmic decision tools and predictive analytics are being used to make decisions about
consumers without sufficient transparency, testing, or accountability. While there is great potential
in these emerging technologies, consumers need greater protections for the use of these tools.
Accordingly, Congress should give the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) more authority and
resources to create rules for the use of algorithms in light of insufficient applicable federal and
state law. Finally, we propose principles for the use of algorithmic decision-making tools.
Algorithmic Decision Tools and Predictive Analytics
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Consumers Union is the advocacy division of Consumer Reports, an expert, independent, non-profit organization
whose mission is to work for a fair, just, and safe marketplace for all consumers and to empower consumers to protect
themselves. Consumers Union works for pro-consumer policies in the areas of antitrust and competition policy,
privacy and data security, financial services and marketplace practices, food and product safety, telecommunications
and technology, travel, and other consumer issues, in Washington, DC, in the states, and in the marketplace. Consumer
Reports is the world’s largest independent product-testing organization, using its dozens of labs, auto test center, and
survey research department to rate thousands of products and services annually. Founded in 1936, Consumer Reports
has over 6 million members and publishes its magazine, website, and other publications.
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Algorithms are routinely used to determine insurance rates,2 creditworthiness,3 willingness to pay,4
and employment prospects.5 In addition, algorithmic tools are employed to: serve search engine
results;6 match children with schools;7 detect employment,8 healthcare, and Medicaid fraud9
(sometimes erroneously10); and identify biometric markers.11 Unfortunately, despite the notion that
algorithms are neutral and objective arbiters, algorithms can exacerbate bias or have unexpected
discriminatory effects. The discriminatory effects stem from historical data sets, lack of rigorous
testing, and from the imperfect and inherently biased people who create them.12 For instance,
Latanya Sweeney's research found that Google searches for stereotypically African American
names were more likely to generate ads suggestive of an arrest than a search for stereotypically
2
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white names (regardless of whether the company placing the ad reveals an arrest record associated
with the name).13
Use of Algorithms in Employment
The biases of “neutral” algorithms are especially apparent in online job recruitment and dynamic
pricing. Algorithms are heavily used in the employment sector to filter job applicants and present
ads to desired applicant pools. Companies have turned to algorithms to help neutralize biased
hiring practices and to help prevent costly employee churn. Unilever, Walmart, and Goldman
Sachs, for example, have all turned to algorithms to recruit and sort job applicants.14 Currently, the
majority (72 percent) of all resumes are sorted by algorithms and never seen by human eyes.15 The
substitution of computers for humans in the hiring process has resulted in an employment system
where “applicants who are skilled in sprinkling buzz phrases and keywords throughout their
resume are often favored in hiring.”16 Job-matching algorithms that assess the likelihood of
employee retention and success can also be biased against those who are poor.17 Xerox discovered
that a now-defunct program they used for evaluating applicants likelihood of quitting relied heavily
on how far away an individual lived from the job site. 18
Although companies have sometimes turned to algorithms to realize the goal of making hiring
more neutral, in practice these algorithms can increase bias. For instance, in 2015, researchers at
Carnegie Mellon found that women were less likely to be shown ads for high-paying positions.19
Researchers have also shown that young women were less likely to be presented with an
employment ad in a STEM field than young men due to an algorithm that optimized the costeffectiveness of the ad placement. Ironically, since young women are a more prized demographic,
the supposedly gender-neutral algorithm actually favored displaying a STEM employment ad to
men.20 In addition, some personality tests used in the hiring process have been alleged to violate
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.21
Unfortunately, prejudice and bias are unlikely to be completely eliminated from employee
recruitment, regardless of whether an algorithm or human resources personnel conducted the
selection and hiring process.22 However, human resource departments and companies using
13
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algorithms to find and select candidates should be encouraged to routinely evaluate the algorithms
they use.23
Dynamic Pricing
Online retailers use algorithms to create dynamic, individual prices, also known as first-degree
price discrimination, on the basis of consumers’ assessed willingness to pay. Since 2000,
Consumers Union has investigated the murky pricing practices by airlines and travel companies
online, and reporting on what Consumer Reports has termed “disturbing evidence of bias” in how
airfares are presented to the public. In recent years some of these marketing schemes have come
to light, particularly after the International Air Transport Association—the global airline industry’s
leading trade organization—unveiled "New Distribution Capacity,"24 a detailed program to
enhance “product differentiation.” And a recent study commissioned by an aviation company
reported that airlines are developing “dynamic availability of fare products” that “could be adjusted
for specific customers or in specific situations.”25
In October 2016, Consumer Reports published an extensive study of nine leading travel sites and
compared identical itineraries, in real time, using both “scrubbed” browsers cleared of all
“cookies” and browsers used for extensive web searches.26 Among 372 searches, CR found 42
pairs of different prices on separate browsers for the same sites retrieved simultaneously. Industry
representatives dismissed these disparities as technological glitches; but CR has found similar
evidence of dynamic pricing in previous years.27 Accordingly, Consumers Union supports Senator
Chuck Schumer’s call for the FTC to investigate the airline industry amid questions about the use
of “dynamic pricing,” and the use of consumers’ personal online data to set the price of airfares,
which Schumer termed “a sad state of affairs that just might violate consumer protections.”28
These practices are not restricted to the travel and airline industry. In 2012, an investigation by the
Wall Street Journal found that Staples would quote a cheaper price to a consumer who lived near
a competitor store.29And consumers are also steered to bad deals or poorer products through the
https://hbr.org/2016/12/hiring-algorithms-are-not-neutral.
23
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use of algorithms. Online retailers like Amazon30 have used algorithms to push consumers towards
their own products, and those of companies that pay for its services, even when there were
substantially cheaper offers for the same products available from other vendors on the site. This
tactic is very effective: most Amazon shoppers end up adding the item that is highlighted to their
cart.31
Dynamic pricing can lead to a loss of consumer power. When combined with excessive data
collection practices and corporate consolidation, companies today have a greater ability to extract
a relatively larger amount of consumer surplus for any given transaction. For instance, Uber and
Lyft have been alleged to use data about individual users such as their phone's current battery
charge32 in order to assess how much the individual would be willing to pay for a ride. Indeed,
these companies are not outliers in this practice. A recent report from Deloitte and Salesforce finds
that 40 percent of brands that currently use artificial intelligence to personalize the consumer
experience have used this technology to tailor prices and deals in real time.33 And as we mentioned
above, these practices are obscured to the end user by design. As Maurice Stucke, Professor of
Law at the University of Tennessee, notes, information about first-degree pricing practices
typically "only comes out when there's a leak, when someone from the inside divulges it."
Consumers are also harmed through the use of differential pricing because companies can protect
their market dominance through ensuring that consumers buy products or services sold by
companies they have partnerships with.34,35
Consumer Awareness of Algorithms
Despite the fact that consumers are constantly seeing the results of algorithmic decision-making,
in their feeds on social media platforms,36 in their insurance premiums, and in the ads they are
shown, consumers are largely unaware and unable to assess when an algorithm is at work. As
Virginia Eubanks notes in her book, Automating Inequality: How High-Tech Tools Profile, Police,
and Punish the Poor:
But that’s the thing about being targeted by an algorithm: you get a sense of a
30
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pattern in the digital noise, an electronic eye turned toward you, but you can’t put
your finger on exactly what’s amiss. There is no requirement that you be notified
when you are red-flagged. There is no sunshine law that compels companies to
release the inner details of their digital fraud detection systems. With the notable
exception of credit reporting, we have remarkably limited access to the equations,
algorithms, and models that shape our life chances.37
Consumers are routinely the subject of algorithmic decisionmaking yet have no transparency as to
their use or any recourse to challenge the decisions made about them. Algorithms warrant targeted
enforcement and rulemaking precisely because of the opaque nature of their use, and because of
the lack of current legal frameworks to assess and hold accountable algorithmic decision-making.
Lack of Applicable Federal Law and the Need for Algorithmic Accountability
Algorithms are increasingly being used to make life-impacting decisions (especially in
employment decisions and in the criminal justice system), but they lack requisite auditing and
accountability for their use. The vast majority of algorithmic decision-making is currently
unregulated, not subject to any federal law. The United States lacks any federal laws that speak
directly to the issues that the use of algorithms by government entities or by private actors pose;
however, there are sector-specific laws that ban discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion,
and other traits in the areas of housing,38 employment,39 and credit.40 Although New York city
recently-passed a law that creates a task force designed to give recommendations to the state
regarding use of algorithms by state agencies,41 this task force lacks any additional power to hold
algorithms accountable. It is scheduled to release its report in late 2019.
We also lack sufficient technical safeguards for the use of algorithmic decision-making tools.
While researchers have discovered several discriminatory effects noted above, in fact few
algorithms and other scoring systems have been scientifically assessed. The risks of using
algorithms to make important decisions about individuals are exacerbated by the flawed
assumption that algorithms are scientific and inherently neutral:
Their popularity relies on the notion they are objective, but the algorithms that
power the data economy are based on choices made by fallible human beings. And,
while some of them were made with good intentions, the algorithms encode human
prejudice, misunderstanding, and bias into automatic systems that increasingly
37
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manage our lives. Like gods, these mathematical models are opaque, their workings
invisible to all but the highest priests in their domain: mathematicians and computer
scientists. Their verdicts, even when wrong or harmful, are beyond dispute or
appeal. And they tend to punish the poor and the oppressed in our society, while
making the rich richer.42
Finally, consumers also lack any means to correct erroneous conclusions made by algorithms, or
any recourse to object to the use of an untested and undisclosed algorithm to make inferences or
decisions about them.
Guidelines for Algorithmic Decision-making Tools
For these reasons, we urge the FTC to give guidance directing companies and organizations that
use algorithms to do regular assessments of the accuracy of the algorithmic decisions, and to
inspect the source code in order to root out any inherent or sample-bias that has been embedded in
the algorithm.
Algorithms are used widely, without any accountability or consumer knowledge and control over
their use, to make important, and sometimes life-changing, decisions about individuals. In order
for consumers to be sufficiently protected, the FTC needs, and should request, additional authority
and resources to assess the use of algorithms and to require companies to provide easy means for
correction of consumer data that is used in the algorithm. The Commission’s authority should also
include the ability to create rules requiring audits of algorithms and mandating in some cases some
right of redress and human intervention. In the meantime, the Commission should craft guidelines
for the use of algorithms to help determine whether a particular algorithm produces decisions that
are fair, accurate and representative. To that end, any guidance, at a minimum, should include the
following principles:
● The use of algorithms should be transparent to the end users. When algorithms make
decisions about consumers the individual should have notice that an algorithm was used.
In many cases, such as in the sorting of posts in a social media feed or in the prioritization
of search results, this will be obvious and no dedicated notice will be necessary; but in
some non-intuitive settings, companies should let consumers know when some decisionmaking relies on algorithmic evaluation.
● Algorithmic decision-making should be testable for errors and bias, while still
preserving intellectual property rights. Algorithms should be able to be tested by outside
researchers and investigators.43 Opaque algorithms that have the ability to affect a large
number of people in life-changing ways should be subject to higher scrutiny.44 Using this
assessment, algorithms used in life-altering situations, such as the employment process and
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in the creation of FICO and similar scores,45,46 warrant greater scrutiny.
Currently, the US lags behind on algorithmic transparency compared to our European
counterparts:47 The European Union incorporated algorithmic transparency and
accountability into their new data privacy law: any decision based “solely on automated
processing” which includes “legal effects” or “similarly significantly affects” an
individual, be subject to “suitable safeguards,” including an opportunity to obtain an
explanation of an algorithmic decision, and to challenge such decisions.”48 France’s
president, Emmanuel Macron, pledged that the country will make all algorithms used by
its governments open to the public.49 And in June, the United Kingdom called for public
sector entities to be transparent and accountable about their data practices and to “carefully
consider the social implications of the data and algorithms used.”50
● Algorithms should be designed with fairness and accuracy in mind. Companies should
not simply rely on outsiders to detect problems with their algorithms; instead, companies
should be required to plan for and design to avoid adverse consequences at all stages of the
development of algorithms. Algorithms based on current data sets should be examined
closely at the design stage in order to weed out historic discriminatory attitudes.51
Algorithms can “inherit the prejudices of prior decision makers…in other cases, data may
simply reflect the biases that persist in society at large.”52 To correct for sample size
45
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disparity that would disproportionately favor the creators or the majority of the data-set
population, the data sets used in the algorithmic tool should be thoroughly assessed to root
out any unintended bias towards any group.53 Since algorithms and all data-driven products
“will always reflect the design choices of the humans who built them,”54 companies should
commit to the further diversification of their employees.55
● The data set used for algorithmic decision-making should avoid the use of proxies.
Algorithms can only serve to address the question posed to it. When possible, algorithms
should avoid the use of unnecessary proxies like zip codes or credit scores that may be used
to make discriminatory decisions against individuals. This problem persists even when the
creators are trying to correct for unexpectedly biased results: “Even in situations where
data miners are extremely careful, they can still [e]ffect discriminatory results with models
that, quite unintentionally, pick out proxy variables for protected classes.”56 For instance,
a joint collaboration between Consumer Reports and ProPublica demonstrated that car
insurance companies were using an individual’s zip code as a proxy for race and class in
order to discriminatorily charge customers in minority-majority neighborhoods a higher
price for car insurance.57
● Algorithmic decision-making processes that could have significant consumer
consequences should be explainable. In some cases, algorithms are programmed to learn
or evolve over time, such that a developer might not know why certain inputs lead to certain
results. This could lead to unfair results if there is no meaningful accountability for how
decisions are made. If an algorithm is (1) used for a significant purpose, like the
determination of a credit score58 and (2) cannot be sufficiently explained, then the process
should not be used.
__________
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the important emerging technologies of algorithms,
predictive analytics, and artificial intelligence. We look forward to reading the comments
submitted, to following the hearings, and to further opportunities to assist the Commission in this
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2477899
53
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